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ABSTRACT

The current Internet architecture was designed as a mean of connecting pairs of hosts and allow them to reliably exchange packets. The way we use it every day deeply changed from pure communication to (mostly) content distribution. The wish to fill the gap between the underlying architecture and the information-centric nature of the current Internet traffic has inspired many new architectures with the goal of replacing the current infrastructure. Content-Centric Networking (CCN) is one of them.

In CCN, named content becomes a first-class citizen. In contrast with IP, addresses are not explicit. Content consumers simply request what they want to retrieve by name; the network is in charge of delivering the correct content. The decoupling of content and its location allows, among other things, the implementation of ubiquitous caching. Named Data Networking (NDN) is a prominent implementation of the CCN paradigm.

NDN’s reliance on caches for performance, reliability and data replication allows an adversary to perform attacks on the architecture that are very effective and relatively easy to implement.

This thesis focuses on cache pollution attacks. In these attacks, the adversary’s goal is to alter cache locality, increasing cache misses and link utilization for honest consumers.

We review and evaluate previous work on these attacks and their countermeasures. To perform a meaningful analysis, we simulate Internet traffic with appropriate models on a realistic network: the German Research Network (DFN). Finally, given their importance on cache resilience, we perform pollution attacks on caches that rely on different replacement policies.

Our results show that such attacks can be implemented in NDN using limited resources, and that their effectiveness is not limited to small topologies. We illustrate that countermeasures designed for IP are not easily applicable to NDN. On the other hand, existing mitigation techniques targeted to NDN provide only limited relief against realistic adversaries.

We propose and evaluate a new technique, designed to detect high and low rate cache pollution attacks. Our technique is based on the analysis of variation in traffic distribution as seen by individual routers. We discuss the feasibility of this technique and suggest possible improvements.

Part of this work has been submitted to the Elsevier Computer Networks Journal (Special Issue on Information Centric Networking) [19].
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During 1960-s and 1970-s, the Internet was conceived and developed as a communication network, inspired by telephony. Researchers designed a way to connect different hosts in a network in which all the endpoints were able to communicate.

In recent years there have been several efforts to design a viable replacement for the current IP-based Internet \cite{1, 2, 6, 7, 4}. These new architectures are designed to better serve today’s needs and allow the current growth rate of the Internet to continue for the foreseeable future \cite{26}. In particular, there have been significant efforts to provide better mobility, scalability and efficient content distribution. Additionally, strong security has been one of the main design requirements for these architectures.

In the following, we provide some motivation to support this need for change. We then shortly introduce NDN (a more extensive presentation is provided in the next chapter) and the work done with this thesis in contribution to NDN security.

1.1 BEYOND HOST-CENTRIC NETWORKING

Today’s use of the Internet is very different from the original concept of communication network. People use the Internet to connect and keep in touch, to look for information and share content. The Internet today looks more like a huge cloud of information than pure communication network. There is a visible gap between the information-centric essence of the Internet and its host-centric architecture.

In the current host-centric Internet architecture, when a user – let’s say, Alice – requests some content, the underlying host is in charge of fetching that content from the network. This generally means (1) obtaining the IP address of the server hosting that content and (2) forwarding the request to that server. Content is then available to Alice thanks to some end-to-end communication between Alice’s client and the hosting server.

Alice was not indeed asking to contact some specific server: she was just requesting a content. The need to establish a communication with the source of information is the architectural way to fulfill Alice’s request. It is not the only possible choice and content distribution provides some mean to improve this network behavior.
1.2 CONTENT DISTRIBUTION AND NDN

Content distribution is a service that allows replicas of the same content to be stored inside many different servers geographically distributed inside a network. Content distribution provides fast delivery, because clients can dynamically retrieve the content from the closest server. It consequently reduce network bandwidth and reduce the workload that would be experienced by a single server. Content distribution is extensively used in Content Delivery Networks (CDN).

The emerging Content Centric Networking (CCN), also known as Information-Centric Networking (ICN), is a paradigm that makes an impressive use of content delivery, for the sake of efficiency and to boost performance. In CCN, content – rather than hosts – occupies the central role in the communication architecture. Named Data Networking (NDN) [1] is a prominent example of Content-Centric Networking.

NDN is primarily oriented towards efficient large-scale content distribution. Rather than establishing direct IP connections with a host serving content, NDN consumers directly request (i.e., express interest in) pieces of content by name; the network is in charge of finding the closest copy of the content, and of retrieving it as efficiently as possible. One of the key features enabled by this decoupling of content and location is pervasive caching. Each NDN router can, in fact, provide an arbitrary amount of cache that can store forwarded content for subsequent retrieval. This allows NDN to transparently and automatically implement efficient multicast, content replication, load balancing and fault tolerance.

1.3 SIDE EFFECTS ON SECURITY

NDN provides several advantages, not limited to those mentioned in the previous section. An important goal of NDN is to provide mechanisms to improve network security. However, pervasive caching exacerbates security problems related to shared caches, including privacy [33], pollution [21] and poisoning [39]. In this thesis we focus on cache pollution attacks with respect to NDN. In a cache pollution attack, the goal of the adversary is to force routers (i.e., the victims of the attack) to cache non-popular content. Therefore, a successful attack reduces cache hits of content requests from legitimate consumers (secondary victims), affecting overall network performance and increasing link utilization.

Cache pollution attacks do not prevent users from retrieving content. Nonetheless, some work considers them a distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) [42, 21]. Deng et al. [21] show that even a moderate degradation of hit ratio, on large and popular content, can increase the amount of traffic not served by caches by a few orders of magni-
They point out that “Long periods of severe service reduction [...] can on average degrade service more than classical high-rate DoS attacks are capable of”. We are not interested in arguing whether cache pollution falls under the umbrella of DoS/DDoS attacks; besides, our experiments confirm that the impact of pollution attack on routers and on end users is significant and deserves careful study.

1.4 CONTRIBUTION

The contribution of this thesis includes:

- Previous work on cache pollution in NDN/CCN only focuses on small topologies (one to nine routers [42, 21]). In this work we show that cache pollution attacks scale to large topologies, without requiring substantially more resources on the adversary’s side. Our findings provide further evidence that cache pollution attacks are a realistic threat in large-scale NDN deployments.

- We confirm that proactive countermeasures identified in previous work scale to complex networks, assuming the same (simple) adversarial behavior.

- We show how to improve the cache pollution attack considered in [42]. Under our attack, existing techniques for cache robustness do not provide real benefit. In particular, in some circumstances, caches implementing such countermeasures perform worse than the same caches without them.

- Given this state of affair, we argue that an effective approach for mitigating cache pollution attacks could be based on a lightweight detection phase, associated with a (possibly more expensive) reaction protocol. We propose a new cache pollution detection algorithm, and evaluate it via simulations. Our simulations are performed on realistic network topologies such as the Deutsches Forschungsnetz (“German Research Network”, DFN) [30].

We emphasize that the aim of this work is not to solve the problem of cache pollution. Rather, we highlight that existing proactive techniques, which are believed to be effective against this attack, fail in presence of a slightly “smarter” – although still very simple – adversary. We then show that an approach different from the current state of the art can provide better performance at a lower cost in realistic scenarios.
Named Data Networking (NDN) aims at changing the paradigm on which the current Internet was built: NDN focuses on content rather than communication endpoints (hosts). To this end, while the current Internet is a communication network, NDN is a content distribution network.

There is currently a substantial research effort behind NDN, justified by the wish to overcome the limitations of the current Internet architecture, through the creation of something that fits the needs for which it is used today, but in a more appropriate manner.

An important improvement introduced by NDN with respect to the Internet is that NDN does not aim at securing the container (i.e., the host, as the current Internet does), but at securing the content. Once content is secured and the network is able to address content rather than hosts, data can be fetched from anywhere in a secure way, enabling pervasive caching of content.

The next sections introduce some conceptual, architectural and operational detail of the current NDN design, presenting both the state-of-the-art and the open challenges.

2.1 ARCHITECTURE AND OPERATION OF NDN

NDN is based on the pull model, where content is injected into the network only in response to a consumer’s explicit request. NDN clients are called consumers, while servers are identified as producers. Consumers request content that is originally provided by producers. As it will become clear through this chapter, in NDN requests are routed to their respective contents, and only consequently to the nodes hosting such contents.

2.1.1 Interests and contents

NDN supports two types of messages: interests and content objects [3]. An interest corresponds to the request issued by a consumer, while a content object (also known as Data or Content) is the response given by the producer. A consumer might express an interest in a specific content, identified by name. It can otherwise provide a name prefix along with some other qualifications.

NDN names follow the same convention of filesystems: objects belong to the branch of the tree represented by the prefix that appears in their name; a name prefix can actually match with more than one
content object. When the consumer provides a name prefix, all the content objects that match the given prefix could actually be selected, but only one can be returned (at most once policy). Qualifications are used to restrict the set of content objects that could be selected. If some qualification is provided, only objects that satisfy the restriction applied by the aforementioned qualification are selectable.

Interest packets (see Figure 1) thus contain the Content Name and a set of other fields, simply shown as “Selector” in the figure, which are used to further qualify the content, where it might come from and – in case of multiple matching – the content object to select [5]. In particular, a special field of the interest message, called ChildSelector, is used to select which content object should be returned when there is multiple choice. Finally, interest packets contain a random nonce, used during routing to discard duplicate interests, thus avoiding loops.

Content objects have:

- a name (possibly human-readable);
- a data payload that represent the content of the message;
- a cryptographic signature and an identification of the signer (i.e., the publisher).

Furthermore, content objects contain some other signed information, such as:

- a Timestamp, i.e., an indication of when the object was sent;
- FreshnessSeconds, a time after which the object is considered stale;
- KeyLocator, the location of the signing key.

![Figure 1: NDN packets](image)

2.1.2 Names

Names are made up of one or more component elements with hierarchical structure. Components are separated by a “/”, as in

/ndn/it/unipd/math/cs
The hierarchical structure is essential for the scaling of today’s routing system \cite{43} and is also useful for applications to represent relationships between pieces of content. For example, fragment 5 of version 3 of Alice’s video could be named

```
/flickr/alice/wonderland-holidays.mpg/3/5.
```

Names are opaque to routers and naming conventions (such as version and fragments) are opaque to the network, but applications can agree on some common naming convention in order to use content objects correctly. For example, if Alice requests her video without indicating a specific segment and the producer split the content into smaller fragments, her client must be able to correctly identify all those fragment by name, in a deterministic manner.

Finally, names are not required to be globally unique in a local environment, but their uniqueness becomes mandatory when the content has to be fetched globally. Some strategy to avoid name clashes is necessary; the hierarchical structure of names allows the adoption of some policy for top level names, but how to allocate them is still an open challenge \cite{43}.

\subsection{Name-based Routing}

NDN routers forward interests towards the content producer(s) responsible for the requested name, using name prefixes (instead of today’s IP prefixes) for routing. For this reason, NDN packets do not contain any information about sender and receiver addresses, nor NDN has such a concept.

NDN routers are based on three important building blocks: a \textit{Forwarding Information Base} (FIB), a \textit{Pending Interest Table} (PIT) and a \textit{Content Store} (CS).

The Forwarding Information Base is a lookup table populated by a name-based routing protocol and used to determine interfaces for forwarding incoming interests. Every time a router is requested to fetch some content from the network, it forwards the interest according to the information stored inside the FIB. Multiple concurrent entries for the same prefix are allowed, supporting multipath delivery.

\subsection{Backward traversal with “Le Petit Poucet”}

The Pending Interest Table is a second lookup table containing outstanding interests. When a router receive a request for some content, it stores the corresponding interest inside its own PIT along with the name of the arrival interface. The interest is then forwarded through the network. If a new request for the same content is received, its arrival interface is added to the \textit{arrival-interfaces} list for that interest. For efficiency’s sake, multiple pending interests for the same content are
collapsed: only the first interest is forwarded, while the others are discarded. Upon receipt of the interest, the producer injects content into the network, thus satisfying the interest. The requested content is then forwarded towards the consumer, traversing – in reverse – the path of the corresponding interest. Each router on the path flushes the state (i.e., deletes the PIT entry) corresponding to the satisfied interest.

The backward in-order traversal of content objects is possible thanks to the information stored inside the PIT. This might remember Le Petit Poucet (Hop-o’-My-Thumb) and the small white pebbles he used to return home, which inspired the title of this section.

2.1.5 Ubiquitous caching

The behavior described above applies mainly to content requested for the first time or – more generally – that has not been requested for some time. In fact, a key feature of NDN is distributed caching. In particular, each router that forwards a content may cache a copy of the content in the router’s local Content Store.¹

NDN does not mandate any specific cache size or cache management algorithm. Each router is free to select what to cache according to local information. Distributed caching enables NDN to implement efficient large-scale content distribution. Producers do not need to issue a copy of their content for each consumer request, because consumers always retrieve the closest available copy of requested content. This in turn alleviate producers and reduces network traffic.

¹ In the rest of this thesis, the terms CS and cache will be used interchangeably.
2.2 NDN SECURITY AND POSSIBLE THREATS

NDN aims at providing “security by design”. Its security model differs from that of the current Internet because NDN secures – as we already introduced – the content rather than the host. In practice, this can be realized observing that content objects are signed. The binding between name, publisher and payload in a content object is immutable, because content objects must contain a valid signature.

While intermediate routers are not required to verify any content object (although they can), applications are required to verify the content and discard messages that fail to verify. The use of signatures provides data integrity and authentication (even for cached content), so that the consumer can trust the content origin.

Since all content in NDN is signed, the efficiency in signature generation and usage is critical and need further research efforts. Researchers are investigating for example fast signature schemes and methods for aggregate signature generation and verification. Technical report [43] describes some of the research work already planned a couple of years ago, while the NDN project Website [1] collects much of the improvements achieved so far.

Despite its design, NDN is not a panacea for network security. There are challenges to address in order to have NDN become effective and some possible threat. It is worth mention for example the need to design solutions for revocation, which is very important since content can be spread everywhere through the pervasive caching of NDN. In Section 2.2.1 we introduce a few possible threats, including the main focus of the research work addressed by this thesis: cache pollution attacks.

2.2.1 IFA and pollution attacks

Other important examples are Interest Flooding Attacks (IFA) and Content Pollution Attacks (CPA). IFA is similar to traditional Denial of Service (DoS) attacks, where the adversary sends a huge number of interests that cannot be satisfied (e.g., requests for non-existing content), thus filling the PIT with fake interests. Moreover, adversary’s requests in IFA are supposed to be all distinct, so that the router is unable to aggregate them. For IFAs, NDN project authors propose to limit the number of unsatisfied interests that routers hold for a given domain [43]. A first solution, based on thresholds, has already been proposed in [18, 17].

In a Content Pollution Attack, the adversary introduces malicious content trying to make it match legitimate requests. This attack has probably a smaller impact because of the adoption of signatures for all content objects. Nonetheless, it deserves and already obtained the attention of the scientific community. A possible example of content
pollution is a malware generating spam at the source, that would be spread as legitimate content with a legal signature.

This thesis evaluates a class of attacks known in literature, which is now attracting increasing interest from the community with the advent of NDN in the research world: Cache Pollution Attacks. Those attacks differ from content pollution attacks because – instead of pushing malicious content inside of content stores – in this case the adversary tries to fill content stores with non-popular content to reduce the hit ratio of caches and – consequently – the performance of the network.
INTERNET TRAFFIC DISTRIBUTION AND WEB CACHING

There have been several studies on the distribution of Internet traffic [15, 28, 20], i.e., the probability distribution of requests for content on the Internet. Internet traffic distribution has an enormous impact on the benefits that ubiquitous caching might give to the network.

If the Internet traffic was following a uniform distribution, there would probably be no advantage in caching content. Indeed, according to many studies presented below, user requests are not uniformly distributed; some content is requested very often, while a large amount of data is only seldom – or almost never – requested.

Since our detection mechanism relies on the distribution of users’ requests, in this chapter we overview previous work on this topic. We also present an overview of replacement strategies used for Web caching: such policies strongly influence the resilience of Web caches against cache pollution attacks. Finally, we explain the reasons that drove us to choose two of these policies in our simulations.

3.1 INTERNET TRAFFIC DISTRIBUTION

According to Breslau et al. [15], Web page requests follow a Zipf-like [44] distribution. In this section we first introduce Zipf-like distributions; afterwards, we describe the findings of Breslau et al., as well as other research work that argue on its applicability to the Internet traffic.

3.1.1 The Zipf-like distribution of Web pages

The Zipf’s law states that in the English language, the probability of encountering the $k^{\text{th}}$ most common word is approximately $P(k) = \frac{0.1}{k}$, for $k$ up to 1000 or so [41].

If we order words from the most frequent to the one that appears less frequently, the most common word appears approximately two times as often as the second, three times as often as the third, and so on. So, if the frequency of the first one is, let’s say, 1, the $2^{\text{nd}}$ has frequency $1/2$, the $3^{\text{rd}}$ $1/3$, etc.
The Zipf distribution provides a mathematical model of this law. The probability mass function of the Zipf distribution is:

\[ f(k, \alpha, N) = \frac{k^{-\alpha}}{\sum_{n=1}^{N} n^{-\alpha}} \]  

where:

- \( k \in [1, N] \) indexes the \( k^{th} \) most frequent item;
- \( \alpha \in \mathbb{R}^+ \) represent the decrease rate of the function; it is equal to 1 for the strict definition of the Zipf’s law given above; values smaller than one are generally used to better represent the Internet traffic [15];
- \( N \in \mathbb{N}\{0\} \) is the number of possible items.

Figure 4 shows the Zipf distribution; being a power-law function, due to its characteristics it is often represented in log-log scale. In that case, it looks linear.

Breslau et al. [15] collected three properties often found in literature that apply to Web proxies:

- the hit ratio grows in a log-like fashion as a function of their client population and the number of requests they see;
- the hit ratio grows in a log-like fashion as a function of the cache size;
- the probability that a document will be re-referenced after \( k \) requests is proportional to \( 1/k \).

They propose a simple model in which they assume that Web page requests:

1. are independent (independent reference model [22]);
2. follow a Zipf-like distribution.

Although they recognize that there is some very weak correlation between access frequency and page size/rate of change, they show some evidence that the properties above still hold in their model. Therefore, they observe that their model “may be sufficient to understand certain asymptotic properties of cache performance”. They found that all their traces were approximated by Zipf-like distributions with \( \alpha \) values that vary between 0.66 and 0.78.

The same distribution is assumed in many subsequent papers (e.g., [21, 36, 42]).

Nonetheless, according to other studies [28, 20], under some circumstances this does not apply to Internet traffic in general. We discuss some of their findings in the next section.
Figure 3: Zipf-like distribution used in our simulations: $\alpha = 0.9$, $N = 100000$. $N$ is too large to visualize the function in full scale in Figure 3(a).
3.1.2 Other models and insights

Zipf’s law appear very frequently in natural, mathematical, social sciences, economics [34]; it seems reasonable to accept that Internet traffic is also subjected to the same law. Nevertheless, other studies based on other traces and/or different types of traffic show evidence that – under different conditions – Internet requests follow different models. For example, Guo et al. [28] doubt that the Zipf’s law holds, claim that Internet traffic follows a Stretched Exponential (SE) distribution [29] and provide some results to support their thesis. According to their results, SE holds for (a) Web media systems, (b) Voice/Video on Demand media systems, (c) peer-to-peer (P2P) media systems and (d) live media systems.

As a last example, Dán et al. [20] provide an extensive analysis of peer-to-peer traffic over a long time period. They state that the Zipf’s law might only hold for the instantaneous popularity; they conclude that over long time periods, P2P content popularity does not have a power-law tail, but it rather exhibits an exponential cutoff [27] that can be captured only with long term measurements.

We find indeed reasonable to observe that:

1. different types of traffic could exhibit a different traffic distribution than that shown by Breslau et al. in their paper for Web pages;

2. the evolution of the Internet might have some consequence on the Internet traffic in general; an increasing number of dynamic pages lead to less cacheable content [37], as well as the increasing bandwidth available to users, whom are now able to make a more extensive use of video streaming, VoIP calls, etc.

About the last observation, Raminovich et al. [38] measured that non-cacheable objects were already about 40% at the time of their writing (in 2001); nonetheless, this phenomenon does not really influence our work, because non cacheable content can simply be ignored (we will not simulate non-cacheable traffic).

The first observation is more critical for our purposes and has to be addressed. In evaluating our approach, we still assume that honest consumers request content according to a Zipf-like distribution. However, we show evidence that varying such distribution does not alter the performances of our technique. In particular, our approach performs detection on single nodes that are not aware of the overall traffic distribution. Therefore, we do not assume that the traffic they receive fully represents the overall traffic distribution.
As observed by Deng et al. [21], the impact of malicious users with respect to cache pollution strongly depends on the replacement algorithm in use. Their findings are also confirmed by our results.

All replacement policies provide two important operations that is worth mentioning before introducing them in detail. The first one is the addition of a new object. Usually – when the cache is full – addition of an object or content is associated with the eviction of another one (or more than one, depending on packet size). The second operation is the lookup for an object inside the cache. Lookups generally change the order of eviction of cached objects.

Different categorization of Web caching replacement algorithms has been provided in several surveys [37, 13, 11]. In this section we present an insight for a small selection of these algorithms.

### 3.2.1 Least Recently Used (LRU)

Recency-based policies are based on the idea that if a content has been requested recently, there is a good probability that it will be requested again in a relatively short time (time locality). Therefore, it is more convenient to replace content that has not been requested for longer.

A “pure” recency based algorithm is LRU (Least Recently Used), which relies only on recency. LRU conceptually maintains a list of cached objects, ordered by recency of access; new objects are positioned at the head of the queue, while the objects at the queue, being older, are replaced when the cache is full. In case of lookup, the object – if found – becomes the most recent and is thus moved at the top of the queue.

Time complexity of insertion and eviction in LRU is $O(1)$; lookups can be done in $O(\log(n))$ using the LRU list along with a second data structure (e.g., a tree).

### 3.2.2 Frequency based strategies

Frequency-based strategies (such as LFU, Least Frequently Used) take into account popularity of requests. A cache using LFU keeps track of the frequency of objects and use a data structure, such as a priority queue, to keep objects ordered by frequency. Time complexity of LFU is $O(\log(n))$.

The basic idea behind LFU is very simple; its implementation is instead very error-prone and contains hidden pitfalls.
There are two classes of LFU:

- **Perfect LFU**, in which counters persist after replacement;

- **In-cache LFU**, in which counters are initialized when the corresponding content is stored and then removed contextually to the eviction of the content.

With Perfect LFU, it would be possible to reject the insertion of objects that have lower frequencies than cached ones, because their frequencies are remembered. This is not what usually happens, because LFU is a replacement policy: when a cache receives a request for insertion, it uses the replacement policy to decide which objects should be evicted, without choosing between the incoming object and the outgoing one. The least frequent cached object is removed regardless of the fact that its frequency could be higher than that of the incoming object. Therefore, storing frequencies for every possible object (even those that are not cached), perfect LFU could effectively be used to keep in cache only (and exactly) the most frequent objects.\(^1\)

When using In-Cache LFU, rejecting an object that has a frequency lower than every cached object would be a serious mistake. Objects frequencies are initialized to one at the time of the insertion and removed when objects are evicted; therefore, using this rejection mechanism, if all the cached objects reached a frequency greater than one, nothing else would ever be cacheable anymore.

Perfect LFU is not used in practice, because the Internet is a dynamic domain. The difference between static and dynamic domains is not negligible:

- in a **static domain**, the set of objects that can be requested by consumers is always the same;

- in a **dynamic domain**, such as the Internet, the set of objects that can be requested by consumers changes over time. Most of them, after some time, are not requested anymore. Others are instead created and become popular. Changes in a dynamic domain regard both (1) the pure “existence” of objects and (2) their popularity, which generally changes over time.

In a dynamic domain, Perfect LFU requires too much space to store all the counters, therefore it is not really used. In-cache LFU is instead feasible (if correctly implemented) because it does not have such space overhead. In the following, although not specified, all mentioned LFU policies are intended to be In-cache LFU variants.

---

\(^1\) Indeed, the most frequent are such with respect to the statistics collected at the time of the decision, but might become less frequent afterwards. LFU is clearly unable to predict future trend of requests.
3.2.3 LFU with (dynamic) aging: LFU-DA

A major issue with LFU is aging. An item might be very popular for a short period and then become forgotten. Afterwards, if not enough elements are requested a higher number of times, that item might remain cached for a very long time. This issue is generally addressed with the introduction of aging techniques.

An example is LFU-Aging. If the average of frequency counters exceed a predefined threshold, they are all divided by 2. This allows counters to decrease when contents lose popularity, thus reducing the effects of aging. The major drawback with this approach is the need to (periodically) change all the counters, because it is quite expensive for big caches can actually store an impressive number of objects. Furthermore, LFU-Aging introduces a parameter (the threshold) that should be properly tuned.

There are many other approaches to aging. We now describe one of them, i.e., an algorithm that we decided to use in our simulations: LFU with dynamic aging (LFU-DA) [23].

LFU-DA maintains items sorted according to a key value:

\[ K_i = f_i + L \]

where \( f_i \) is the frequency of \( i \) and \( L \) is an aging factor, initially set to zero. LFU-DA replaces the object with the smallest \( K_i \) value, always updating \( L \) to the \( K_i \) of the evicted object.

3.2.4 Other policies

Recency and frequency can be used together in order to provide policies that take advantage of both the characteristics. There are different policies in this category (e.g., SLRU [37], LRFU [31], CSS [37]). To some extent, aging techniques introduced in LFU policies are ways to take recency into account.

Other than recency and frequency, size of the object is another important factor of many replacement policies. One example is GD-Size (Greedy Dual Size), which works similarly to LFU-DA:

\[ H_i = \frac{c_i}{s_i} + L \]

where:

- \( L \) is the same aging factor described above;
- \( c_i \) is the cost to fetch object \( i \) from the network;
- \( s_i \) is the size of object \( i \);
- the resulting \( H_i \) is used to determine which object should be evicted (i.e., the one with the smallest \( H_i \)).
GD-Size is clearly not a “pure” size-based algorithm. Strategies that take into account many different factors are often called function-based policies [37].

Figure 4 shows a clear categorization of many different replacement algorithms.

There are many other classes of replacement policies. Randomized strategies for example use randomized decisions to evict an object. A basic example is RAND, which removes a random object. In the first NDN technical report [43], authors hypothesize that randomized policies might provide over NDN performance very close to the other – more sophisticated – policies.

To conclude this overview, we mention adaptive replacement (adoption of different strategies depending on the network workload) and – as examples of very different strategies – policies that include neuro-fuzzy systems, neural networks, nonlinear and logistic regression models [11].

3.2.5 Conclusion

We adopt two replacement techniques covered by the aforementioned literature: recency-based and frequency-based policies. The aim to support both these policies has already been expressed in the original project specification [43]. For the study performed in this work, we selected LRU and LFU-DA. Both the algorithms have been selected, after extensive analyses [12, 23, 24], by Squid [9], one of the most popular caching proxies. Although caching proxies and routers’ CS do not have identical goals and restrictions, we argue that cache re-
placement policies that perform well in the former are a good starting point for the latter.

Squid also introduced size-based policies, such as GDSF (GDS-Frequency), a variant of Greedy Dual-Size. For our purposes, we assume that all objects have the same size, therefore there would be no advantage in introducing size within the replacement policies supported by our environment.

We also exclude the other aforementioned policies, preferring LRU and LFU-DA. They are popular in proxy caches [9] and their implementation is desirable in NDN [43]; furthermore, they are different enough to provide evidence of the impact of replacement policies on cache resilience against pollution attacks.
CACHE POLLUTION ATTACKS AND EXISTING COUNTERMEASURES

Cache pollution attacks aim at spoiling cache locality in order to decrease the hit ratio and, consequently, affect the overall performance of the network.

Deng et al. [21] show that even a moderate degradation of cache hit-ratio can increase network traffic by one or more orders of magnitude when it affects large/popular content.

They propose two generic classes of cache pollution attacks:

- **locality-disruption**, where the goal of the adversary is to maliciously alter cache content locality. This attack can be implemented issuing requests for new non-popular content;
- **false-locality**, where the adversary aims at maliciously increasing the popularity of a (usually small) fraction of the available content. The adversary implements this attack issuing a large number of requests for the same pieces of content.

As a side note, it is interesting to note that the normal activity of robots and Web crawlers deployed by search engines can also cause locality disruption [21].

4.1 COUNTERMEASURES FOR THE CURRENT INTERNET

Cache pollution attacks have been widely studied in IP-based networks, mostly with respect to caching of Web traffic. Previous work on this subject is very relevant in the context of NDN – although NDN exhibits some relevant architectural difference – because there is a number of analogies that provide useful suggestions to our study.

4.1.1 A countermeasure based on Bloom filters

In [21], Den et al. propose detection mechanisms for both types of attack. They also combined their detection mechanisms to detect both attacks when executed at the same time.

DETECTION OF FALSE LOCALITY In case of false locality, their technique tracks:

- the number of repeated requests;
- the ratio of repeated requests over the number of cache hits.
When both metrics exceed given thresholds, corresponding sources are identified as malicious. The number of repeated requests is a value that changes very significantly during the attack, because the adversary need to repeat many times the same requests, so that the corresponding objects become popular.

In the second metric, they use the number of hits rather than the overall number of requests. They found that the attacker would be otherwise able to avoid detection by launching both false-locality and locality-disruption simultaneously.

As they observe, this approach have a high memory consumption without extra arrangements. As a first optimization, before counting repeated requests they apply a threshold on the request rate, so that they avoid measurements and waste of memory for useless information. An interesting aspect of their solution is that they use Bloom filters [16]. This choice allows to record the state needed to calculate request repetitions and optimizes memory consumption.

A Bloom filter is a probabilistic data structure used to test whether an element is inside a set. When asked about the presence of an element, the Bloom filter might return:

- **False**, where the negative answer means that the element is *definitely* not in set;
- **True**, where a positive answer *generally* means that the element is in set, but with some small probability the answer might be wrong.

A small uncertainty about the positive answer – which would lead to false positives – is generally accepted in exchange for an important reduction of memory consumption: an attractive quality of Bloom filters is their high space efficiency.

Detection of locality disruption The mechanism used to detect locality disruption is also based on thresholds, where the metrics used for detection are:

- hit ratio;
- average lifetime of cached content.

While the hit ratio is obviously supposed to degrade during attack (for the attack to be effective), the latter metric looks more interesting.

During this attack, the adversary generally request different new objects. When pushed inside the cache, these objects generally replace other non-popular objects, starting from the tail of the list used by the replacement policy to evict objects. Popular objects are instead generally close to the head of the list, both for LRU (being repositioned after each lookup), and for LFU (due to their higher frequencies). All
these frequent replacements decrease the average lifetime of cached content.

In case of LFU, we could guess that during the attack, adversary’s requests often replace objects that she herself introduced in cache. In fact, adversary’s requests in a locality disruption attack are unlikely to be for popular content; therefore, the respective objects are likely to occupy the tail of the eviction list used by LFU—exactly where LFU evicts non-popular content and inserts new objects. This also explains why locality disruption attacks are less effective against LFU, as it will become very clear from the measurements presented in the next chapter.

When hit ratio and lifetime of content drop below predefined values, the cache is considered under attack.

**MIXED ATTACKS AND COUNTERMEASURE** When both locality disruption and false locality attacks are launched simultaneously, the second metric used for detecting false locality is not affected due to the use of the overall number of hits instead of the overall number of requests. The ability to detect locality disruption would be instead affected, because false locality attacks increase the lifetime of content, compensating the decrease caused by locality disruption. To address this issue, this approach first performs false locality detection and identifies the objects affected by false locality; then it excludes such objects from the computation of the average lifetime.

Attack mitigation relies on identifying the source of malicious requests. For this purpose, the authors use content requesters’ IP addresses.

**REMARKS** While the approaches of Deng et al. work well on IP-based networks, it is not clear how to extend it to NDN (and, in general, CCN). Interests in NDN do not carry identifying information about the consumer(s) who issued them. As such, routers cannot keep statistics on repeated interests from the same host. Furthermore, the availability of caches at each router creates a “dampening” effect on consumers’ interests: the traffic observed by a router varies depending on what its neighbors have retained in their cache.

### 4.1.2 Detection through randomness checks

Park et al. [36] consider pollution attacks in the context of content caching. The authors propose a detection mechanism primarily focused on locality disruption attacks. Their approach is based on randomness of content requests, measured on caching nodes (e.g., NDN routers).
In their approach, summarized in Figure 5, they periodically compute a binary matrix $M = (m_{i,j})$; object names are associated to an entry of the matrix using a mapping function.

\[
M' = M_{XOR}(t) \oplus (M_{XOR}(t) \cdot M_{t-2})
\]

where $M_{XOR}$ is a function that performs XOR operation. In practice, in their simulations they used SHA-1 both for $Hash_1$ and $Hash_2$, while the matrix size is

\[
m = n \approx \sqrt{S_C}
\]

where $S_C$ is defined as the average number of objects in cache.

Matrix entries are initially set to zero. Each time an object is requested, the corresponding entry is set to one.

Popular objects that are repeatedly requested by legitimate users are likely to map the same indexes in contiguous time units; on the other hand, the adversaries are performing a locality disruption attack and their requests – being always different – always map to different indexes.

Therefore, requests made by legitimate users exhibit a different behavior if compared with those issued by the adversary: they have a different level of randomness. When the adversary starts issuing requests, it changes the level of randomness of the matrix; if we can measure such changes, we can detect the attack.

Before explaining how to measure the randomness, it is important to observe that its value is correlated with the time passed since the
initialization of the matrix. At the beginning, all values are zeros. After a long time, most values would be equal to one. Therefore, the “right” time should be found “in the middle” (not at the beginning, but before it is too late), such that the entropy inside the matrix is maximum. Because that time is dependent on the rate of consumers and adversaries, it is more appropriate to use a different measure, i.e., the number of requests received by the node. The authors measured that number (called “time unit”) and suggest that nodes should calculate the randomness each time they receive about 3n requests.

Then, nodes compute the matrix to measure the randomness and then restart with a new, empty matrix.

The measure of randomness used for attack detection is not actually performed on the aforementioned matrix. Before measuring randomness, each node should first perform some operations that actually reset the entries corresponding to popular objects, i.e., objects often requested by legitimate users. This operations require that nodes maintain the values of the last three matrices, $M_{t-2}$, $M_{t-1}$, $M_t$, which are then re-elaborated as follows:

$$M_{\text{XOR}(t)} = M_{t-1} \oplus M_t$$
$$M_t' = M_{\text{XOR}(t)} \oplus (M_{\text{XOR}(t)} \cdot M_{t-2})$$

where $\oplus$ and $\cdot$ represent the XOR and AND operations, respectively.

Computations needed for attack detection are then executed on $M_t'$.

The detection algorithm then calculates the rank $r_t$ of $M_t'$ using Gaussian elimination.

The next step of attack detection is based on the Cumulative Sum (CUSUM) algorithm, which is used in anomaly detection [14].

CUSUM is used along with the average of the rank; this can be calculated using an Exponential Weighted Moving Average (EWMA):

$$\mu_t = \beta \mu_{t-1} + (1 - \beta)r_t$$

where $\mu_t$ is the average of the rank ($r_t$), and $\beta$ is the EMWA factor.

CUSUM is then defined as follows:

$$
g_t = \begin{cases} 
[r_t + g_{t-1} - \mu_t]^+ \\
g_0 = 0
\end{cases}$$

where $[x]^+ = x$ if $x > 0$, $[x]^+ = 0$ otherwise.

In its last step, this detection mechanism notifies the presence of attack if $g_t$ exceeds a given threshold $h$ for $k$ consecutive time units.

**Remarks** This technique does not rely on source addresses of requests and can be applied to both IP- and NDN-based networks. In fact, while Park et al. consider Internet caching at large, they mention CCN as a possible scenario.
The analysis presented in [36] is based on a single caching node, connected to a consumer, a producer and an adversary. The results of this analysis cannot be directly extended to realistic NDN topologies, generally composed of many consecutive caching routers, because of the effects of the aforementioned “dampening” effect on traffic randomness. Moreover, since the detection mechanism ignores repeated requests, it cannot be used to detect false locality attacks.

Finally, we observe that the storage cost of the approach of Park et al. is $O(\sqrt{N})$, where $N$ is the cache size. Indeed, each matrix occupies a storage space proportional to $S_C$; since cache replacement policies tend to fill the cache as much as possible (they evict objects when needed to store new content), it is safe to approximate $C_S$ to the cache size. From the computational point of view, the two most expensive operations are:

1. the computation of a collision-resistant hash function for each forwarded packet;
2. the computation of the rank of the matrix.

4.2 A COUNTERMEASURE FOR CCN: CACHESHIELD

To the best of our knowledge, CacheShield [42] is the only countermeasure for cache pollution attacks specifically designed for (and evaluated on) NDN. Given the relevance of CacheShield to our work, we also evaluate (in the next chapter) the quality of its detection in our scenarios.

CacheShield is a technique with the goal of improving NDN cache robustness against pollution attacks – in particular locality disruption. CacheShield tries to prevent non-popular content from being cached.

The detection mechanism is summarized in Figure 6.

![Figure 6: Xie’s approach to cache pollution attacks [42].](image)

When a CacheShield-enabled router receives a content object, the CS evaluates a shielding function that determines whether the content object should be cached:
• if the shielding function returns `true`, the router forwards the interest and caches the corresponding content object;

• if the shielding function returns `false`, only the name of the returned content object (or the hash of its name) and a counter are stored in the cache as a placeholder.

If the same (still not cached) content object is requested again, the corresponding counter is increased and the shielding function is re-evaluated on the updated counter.

Any replacement policy (e.g., LRU, LFU) can be used in conjunction with CacheShield. Once the cache is full, content placeholders (i.e., NDN names and counters) are subject to the same replacement rules as cached content.

In order to establish whether a content object should be cached, the shielding function executes a random choice based on a logistic function \([40]\); the authors propose the following instantiation:

\[
\psi(t) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{(p-t)/q}}
\]

where parameters \(p\) and \(q\) can be tuned in order to achieve the best results. Using synthetic data and multiple small topologies (with up to nine routers), Xie et al. determined that the shielding function generally works well with \(p = 20\) and \(q = 1\). For a fair comparison with CacheShield, we also evaluate our approach using the largest of the topologies in \([42]\), in addition to a larger (and more realistic) one.

Further details and discussion on the implementation of CacheShield in our simulations are provided in Section 5.1.

**Remarks**  Xie et al. proposed an interesting approach to cache pollution in CCN and measured its performance in different small topologies. According to their results, their approach is effective and provide good performance against locality disruption attacks.

There are a few aspects that remain unanswered. Their work does not show if their approach scales to larger and more realistic topologies. Moreover, although they performed experiments with different replacement policies, those experiments were limited to a single node. It would be interesting to study the effect of the attack on larger topologies with different replacement policies. Since resilience against cache pollution attacks also depends on the replacement policy used, the possibility of the adversary to impact many subsequent nodes might be limited.

Furthermore, their approach is based on an unrealistic assumption: the space needed to store names in place of the respective objects is negligible. Names – or their hashes – require clearly less space than the corresponding objects, since they have no payload, but the amount of names that are eventually added to the cache by CacheShield is potentially not negligible.
Finally, this detection algorithm is mostly oriented to locality disruption attacks, thus there is no direct evidence about the effectiveness of this approach against false locality attacks.

In the following chapters we evaluate cache pollution attacks and this countermeasure providing many experimental details. We then propose a different approach, limited to attack detection, but able to reveal attacks that cannot be addressed by CacheShield.
EFFECTIVENESS OF ATTACKS AND COUNTERMEASURE

This chapter starts with a preliminary description of the simulator used to run our experiments, including a set of features that we implemented to obtain the results reported in this thesis.

We then illustrate the topologies used in our simulations and report the settings used in our analysis; in particular, we configured CacheShield preserving the settings in [42]. We also followed the assumption that storage needed by CacheShield statistics (names of non-cached objects) is negligible, and thus rounded to zero.\(^1\) This assumption is kept in favor of CacheShield. On the other hand, our threat model is adapted to stress CacheShield on a more realistic scenario; in our attacker model, we restrict the selection of content requested by the adversary in a way that it actually creates false locality.

Finally, we evaluate the effectiveness of the attack with and without CacheShield and show that – under these assumptions – CacheShield becomes ineffective.

5.1 EVALUATION ENVIRONMENT

We evaluate attacks and countermeasures discussed in this thesis via simulations. We rely on ns-3 [8], a well-known open-source discrete-event network simulator; NDN features are introduced in ns-3 by ndnSIM, a module for ns-3 developed at the University of California, Los Angeles, as part of the NDN project.

5.1.1 ns-3

ns-3 supports wired and wireless networks based on IP or other protocols. The simulator is mainly composed by a core and a set of simulation models, which allow the user to set up the scenario of interest. ns-3 is a C++ library and does not use or require any domain-specific modeling language.

Users can interact with core and simulation models of ns-3 using C++, but also through Python scripts, thanks to Python bindings that wrap the ns-3 core and models. It makes an extensive use of callbacks (events are scheduled on the simulator and then executed through

---

\(^1\) The cache storage available to statistics is consequently unlimited, because statistics do not occupy any space.
callbacks) and provides an attribute system to manage simulation parameters.

ns-3 is also oriented to emulation, because of its internal representation of packet structure, sockets and network devices that makes its architecture aligned with real operating systems. This design allows the simulator to interact with the real world, sending out packets in a real network interface.

5.1.2 ndnSIM

The structure of ndnSIM is cleaner and more extensible than that of other NDN simulation environments [10]. ndnSIM is implemented as a new network-layer protocol, which can run on top of any available link-layer protocol (point-to-point, CSMA, wireless, etc.).

ndnSIM provides a set of routing techniques very specific of NDN. It implements all the building components of NDN routers (FIB, PIT, content stores) and some basic consumer and producer.

In a pure ns-3 fashion, ndnSIM also includes a set of helpers that simplifies the set-up of NDN networks, making it easier to install the network stack and populate routing tables.

5.1.3 Changes and new features

Our simulations have been executed mainly on two clusters. The first one belongs to the department of Mathematics at the University of Padua; the second belongs to Caspur, a consortium of universities, currently part of Cineca (one of the most important computing centers worldwide).

The two clusters feature different Linux distributions and configurations. Some features, such as Python bindings and especially Boost libraries, were not perfectly working with ndnSIM and/or ns-3, due to versioning and configuration issues. Libraries available on those clusters were in some case outdated and the mechanisms to load custom versions were heterogeneous. This sometimes made it more convenient to replace limited portions of source code when such libraries were not strictly needed.

In order to perform our simulations, we deactivated Python bindings (because not needed) and modified parts of ndnSIM. In particular, content stores were almost rewritten, along with the implementation of the LRU replacement policy.

We also added some extra-features:

- we implemented the cache replacement policies Perfect LFU, In-cache LFU\(^2\) and LFU with dynamic aging, because they were not available in ndnSIM;

\(^2\)Perfect LFU and in-cache LFU have been used at the beginning to study the behavior of NDN networks and to understand the different performances of these replace-
• in order to evaluate the current state-of-the-art solution and to set-up the baseline for our simulations, we implemented Cache-Shield and integrated its implementation to the cache;

• we added a consumer that requests contents according to the Zipf distribution;

• we implemented an adversary that follows the attacker model described in Section 5.4;

• we modified some other parts of ndnSIM to collect the statistics presented in this thesis; we implemented the data structures needed to elaborate such statistics, as well as the code needed to produce our plots.

5.2 Topologies Used for Simulations

For our simulations, we consider two topologies (see Figure 7):

• Xie-complex (XC) corresponds to the “Complex Network” considered in [42], and allows us to compare our results with those of Xie et al.;

• the German Research Network (DFN), which has been identified in previous work as a meaningful topology for simulations [30]. This allows us to provide a more realistic assessment of our technique.

We also performed a number of simulations on two smaller topologies:

• a simple topology, consisting in a router, a producer, a consumer and an adversary; this topology was used only to assess the correctness of the simulation environment, especially for the new features that were originally missing in the simulator;

• the topology used for the merging scenario in [42]; we used this topology mainly to replicate the settings used by Xie et al. and to verify the conformity of our implementation of CacheShield; to this end, we have been able to replicate their results.

Since XC and DFN are fully representative of our findings, the other two topologies are not used to present our results in this thesis.

ment Algorithms. Nevertheless, they have not been used any further. We found LRU and LFU-DA more valuable for our purposes.
All our simulations span over twenty-four hours, and follow a similar pattern. During the first twelve hours, all interests are issued only by legitimate consumers; requests follow the Zipf law. This allows caching algorithms, and especially CacheShield, to “stabilize” their internal state according to the forwarded traffic. Then, adversary-controlled consumers start issuing interests.

As in Xie et al. [42], the domain of possible content objects is static, and the CS on all routers is limited to the same size. We fix the total amount of content available on the network, and limit the size of...
routers’ CS to 1% of the content domain. Consumers’ requests follow a Zipf-like distribution (Zipf with parameter $\alpha$ set to 0.9), while the adversary requests content according to the uniform distribution. For the sake of simplicity, we also follow the assumption that all content objects have the same size.

Let $\theta$ indicate the total number of content objects used by the adversary during the attack, as a fraction of routers’ cache size. We vary $\theta$ from 50% of routers’ cache ($\theta = 0.5$) to the whole content domain ($\theta = 1.0$). The latter scenario is equivalent to the uniform attack of [42]. We also include “no attack” as a reference, and indicate it with $\theta = 0$.

### 5.4 Threat Model and Attack Strategy

We assume that the adversary can compromise a (small) set of consumers, and use them to issue interests. The adversary does not have any special privilege – e.g., it cannot alter setup parameters of caching algorithms. These assumptions are similar to those in previous work (e.g., [42, 21]). The adversary is not allowed to generate new content. However, it can request any existing content object from legitimate producers.

We impose restrictions on resources available to the adversary. In particular, the aggregate bandwidth available to the consumers controlled by the adversary is between 2% and 250% of the bandwidth of honest consumers. This allows us to explore the effects of moderate- and low-bandwidth attacks, and whether countermeasures are able to identify or mitigate them. We indicate the fraction of interests issued by the adversary with respect to the total traffic with $\gamma$. As an example, $\gamma = 0.02$ indicates that the adversary issues 2% of the total number of interests in the network.

We argue that, under the assumption above, the adversary strategy for generating interests in Xie et al. [42] is sub-optimal. In particular, in their work the authors assume that the adversary issues interests for all existing content with equal probability. In the rest of the thesis, we refer to this strategy as **broad-selection**. While broad-selection works relatively well against caching algorithms based on LRU, according to our results (see Section 5.5) this attack is not very effective against LFU-based cache replacement algorithms.

In order to implement false locality taking into account the aforementioned bandwidth limitations, the adversary could focus on a carefully-chosen small subset of the available content. We refer to this strategy as **smart-selection**. Assuming Zipf-like traffic distribution, smart-selection focuses on the tail of such distribution – i.e., on the least-requested content.

---

3 While we do not exclude that attacks might come from compromised routers, we leave the investigation of this as future work.
In [42], the authors state that CacheShield’s statistics for names should be stored in the CS. This implies that the more CacheShield’s statistics grow, the less space is available for caching content. Furthermore, the authors do not discuss how to partition the CS between content caching and caching statistics for best performance. For this reason, we implement CacheShield using a separate storage area: new statistics added to this area do not reduce the space available to cached content. Moreover, we do not impose any limit to the space used by statistics. Hence, our simulations provide an upper bound on the performances that can be expected from CacheShield.

The Zipf distribution is characterized by a long tail – i.e., there is a large number of items which are requested rarely, with roughly the same number of requests. The number of non-popular items is significantly larger than the number of popular ones, and in practice larger than deployed caches. Hence, the impact of the attack does not vary significantly if the adversary does not pick exactly the least-requested content objects. In practice, the adversary will implement this attack making use of publicly available information about distribution of content requests. It is in fact safe to assume that the adversary can construct a list of globally not-so-popular content (e.g., local news from ten years ago), or locally not-so-popular pieces of content (e.g., news in French language in a non-French-speaking country).

Finally, we consider LRU and LFU with dynamic aging (LFU-DA), as cache replacements techniques.

5.5 Attack Effectiveness

In this section, we assess how attacks based on broad-selection and smart-selection affect our topologies. In particular, we are interested in determining whether the adversary can have an impact on cache hit ratio, and consequently increase average hop count of consumers’ requests. We emphasize that, as in Xie et al. [42], we limit our adversary to only issue interests. In other words, the adversary cannot generate content on one side of the network, and request it on the other. This way, it must rely on legitimate producers to implement the attack.

5.5.1 Effects of the Attack on Hit Ratio

Figure 8 shows the average hit ratio (per router) of routers’ caches in the XC network. The figure reports hit ratio at the end of the simulations. For clarity, in Figure 8 (as well as in other figures in these last chapters), we report only results for selected routers.

We observe that the impact of the attack on routers implementing LRU is greater than that on routers using LFU-DA, especially for large $\vartheta$ and without CacheShield. With LFU-DA the adversary
Figure 8: Hit-ratio on XC topology using different subset sizes, for $\gamma = 1.7$.

must in fact request the same non-popular content objects often to make them “artificially” popular. Spreading the attack over a large set of content objects alters the request frequency of each content only slightly, causing limited impact on LFU-DA. However, when using LRU, requesting new content pushes older (legitimate) content objects out of routers’ caches, making the attack effective.

Our results confirm that CacheShield performs well with $\vartheta = 100$ – as expected from the findings of Xie et al. [42]. However, varying the subset size we were able to significantly limit the effectiveness of CacheShield. In particular, with $0.5 \leq \vartheta \leq 2$ CacheShield provides no advantage over straightforward LRU or LFU-DA. In our experiments we noticed that, under specific conditions, activating CacheShield decreases the ratio of cache hits. For example, for $\vartheta = 0.5$ router R8 with LRU and CacheShield, has a hit ratio of 0.07 (see Figure 5.8(b)), compared to 0.1 without CacheShield (see Figure 5.8(a)). Another example of loss of performance when activating CacheShield is router R2 for $\vartheta = 1$, using both LRU and LFU-DA.

The effects of the attack on the adversary’s first hop determines how the attack propagates to the rest of the network. Content cached on the first hop prevents part of the the attack to spread further. Intuitively, if the number of content objects requested by the adversary is smaller than the size of the cache, maliciously crafted interests will not propagate besides the first victim, since they are satisfied by the first router. This accounts, e.g., for the increased hit ratio observed by R5 in Figure 5.8(c) for $\vartheta = 0.5$. Analogously, while the impact of the
attack on R8 for \( \vartheta > 1 \) is somewhat reduced, the effect on subsequent routers is more pronounced.

The same observation holds for a larger and more complex topology – namely, the DFN – as shown in Figure 9. For the DFN and LFU-DA, the value \( \vartheta \) for which router R2 experiences the best performance is \( \vartheta = 1 \): both with CacheShield (Figure 5.9(d)) and without CacheShield (Figure 5.9(c)). This is also true for LRU with CacheShield (Figure 5.9(b)), but not for LRU without CacheShield (Figure 5.9(a)). We also observe that for R5 and \( \vartheta = 0.5 \), the hit ratio of LRU is 0.15, which is 25% higher than that of LRU with CacheShield (0.12). This observation highlights that a single-router topology, as used in previous work [36], is not sufficient to determine the effectiveness of pollution attacks and detection/countermeasures.

We also observe that for \( \vartheta = 0.5 \), the hit ratio of LRU is 0.12, which is 25% higher than that of LRU with CacheShield (0.12). This observation highlights that a single-router topology, as used in previous work [36], is not sufficient to determine the effectiveness of pollution attacks and detection/countermeasures.

Figures 10 and 11 compare the effects of attacks over time with \( \vartheta = 1 \) and \( \vartheta = 100 \), for one router in each topology. Using the settings for CacheShield identified in [42] and reported in Section 4.2, content objects are requested about 20 times before being cached. For this reason, CacheShield negatively affects cache hits over the course of the first 2-3 hours in our simulations. In general, this may indicate that a CacheShield-enabled CS requires a considerable amount of time to adjust to changes in content requests distribution. Additionally, the cost of CacheShield in terms of storage and computation is significant. Despite the authors’ claim that the space required to store placeholders containing names (or their hashes) is negligible, our experiments show that the number of names stored during network activity is one order of magnitude higher than the number of objects in cache.

![Figure 9: Hit-ratio on DFN topology using different subset sizes, for \( \gamma = 2.5 \).](image)
Routers could allocate a small partition of CS for placeholders; however, this may negatively affect CacheShield’s performance.

Small values for $\vartheta$ may not allow the attack to propagate besides one or two hops. For this reason, measuring the effects of the attack only in terms of hit ratio may not be sufficient. Therefore, we measure average hop count of content objects.

### 5.5.2 Effects of the Attack on Average Hop Count

We measure average hop count to better assess the effects of cache pollution attacks on different topologies. It is well known that, at least in the current IP-based Internet, round-trip time is directly connected to hop count \[^{25}\]. Therefore, we consider this a meaningful metric for determining the impact of the attack on consumers.

Figure 12 shows the average hop count for different values of $\vartheta$. As expected the worst-case scenario for LRU is with $\vartheta = 100$. In this case, CacheShield is able to successfully mitigate this attack. However, for smaller $\vartheta$ the benefits of CacheShield are almost non-existent. A similar behavior can be observed for LFU-DA and LFU-DA with
CacheShield. In general, attacks with $\theta$ set to a value slightly higher than 1 provide the strongest impact, since malicious interests cannot be immediately satisfied by the router one hop away from the adversary.

In the XC topology the effects of the attack are more evident for consumer $C_2$ (see Figure 12). In fact $C_2$ shares its first-hop router with the adversary. The effects on $C_0$ and $C_3$ are more limited, since they are a few hops away from the adversary. These results also show that LRU with CacheShield’s behaves similarly to LFU-DA, since both algorithms maintain analogous information about requests frequencies. With both LFU-DA and CacheShield, the highest impact is obtained with $\theta$ close to one.

The same experiments were also performed on the DFN topology, leading to similar results. These supports our claim that cache pollution affects both small and large topologies, and the effectiveness (or lack thereof) of CacheShield does not depend on the network size or structure. Figure 13 summarizes our findings with respect to average hop count on DFN.
Figure 13: Average number of hops on DFN network for different subset sizes, for $\gamma = 2.5$. Results are illustrated per consumer.
ATTACK DETECTION

Proactive techniques, such as CacheShield, may not be the most appropriate approach against cache pollution attacks. CacheShield must store a large amount of state, corresponding to name placeholders and related statistics, reducing the space available to cache content. Additionally, this state may be used by the adversary to implement attacks specific to CacheShield: if a router does not specify a maximum quota for placeholders, an adversary may be able to use them to saturate the router’s Content Store (CS); if it does specify a quota, the adversary’s goal may become filling this state with useless information.

CacheShield must run continuously, and therefore consume routers’ constrained storage and computing resources, even when no attack is in progress. Our simulations show that CacheShield is ineffective against some (realistic) pollution attacks.

Therefore, we argue that relying on a lightweight attack detection technique (which could potentially trigger a more resource-intensive reaction phase) may be a better approach. The detection phase should make limited assumption on the adversary’s behavior. Contrary to more traditional DDoS attacks, where the service is actually denied, routers victims of a cache pollution attack are not usually able to determine whether the attack is in progress. In fact, content is still delivered to consumers when routers are under attack – albeit with reduced performance.

We introduce a detection mechanism that is able to identify cache pollution attacks, while requiring only limited resources. We show that realistic (successful) cache pollution attacks vary the distribution of content requests in a way that is detectable by routers.

6.1 SAMPLING INTERESTS DISTRIBUTION

Routers can learn how the forwarded traffic is distributed by counting how often each content object is returned in response to an interest, normalizing the results by the amount of forwarded traffic.\(^1\) Let \(p(i)\) be the probability value associated with content object \(i\). We have:

\[
p(i) = \frac{n_r(i)}{\sum_{j \in S} n_r(j)}
\]  

\(^1\) Counting how many different interests are forwarded does not provide reliable figures, since in NDN interests carrying different names may retrieve the same content object due to longest prefix match.
where \( n_r(i) \) is the number of occurrences of content object \( i \) and \( S \) is the reference sample set, i.e., a randomly selected subset of the content domain. Unfortunately, even considering a relatively small \( S \), analyzing all forwarded content packets is not feasible on resource-constrained routers.

Randomly selecting part of the forwarded traffic reduces the cost of computing these statistics. There is however a tradeoff between the granularity of the sampling and the amount of noise added by the process. In particular, a coarser sampling increases the probability of assigning a wrong “weight” to items towards the tail of Zipf distributions. On the other hand, the cost of a very fine-grained sampling is difficult to justify with ever-changing content, since expensive to compute statistics quickly become useless as the content domain varies. In such circumstances, the process of computing content statistics must be as fast as possible, in order to maintain some (limited) amount of (still fresh) historical data and avoid reporting false positives.

Our approach measures the variation across samples to determine what is normal behavior. Let \( m \) be a single measurement; \( N_r^m \) indicates the size of such measurement. We define the variability of a measurement as:

\[
\delta_m = \sum_{i \in S} \left( \frac{n_r^m(i)}{N_r^m} - p(i) \right)
\]

and the maximum acceptable variability (threshold) as the average of all measured \( \delta_m \), plus \( \lambda \) times their standard deviation:

\[
\tau = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{M} \delta_m}{M} + \lambda \cdot \sqrt{\frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=0}^{M} \left( \delta_m - \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{M} \delta_m}{M} \right)^2}
\]

where \( M \) is the total number of measurements.

Routers compute \( \tau \) in what we call learning phase. The actual implementation we describe in the following exhibits a few differences from Equation 3:

1. \( \tau \) is computed on-line, so that its cost can be amortized across the whole learning phase. Additionally, routers temporarily suspend updating this value once it becomes “stable enough”. This makes the algorithm more flexible, and less dependent on a specific network topology or position of a router within this topology.

2. We use Knuth’s recurrence formulas [32] to compute the mean and variance needed to determine \( \tau \).

Knuth’s recurrence formulas are as follows:

\[
M_1 = x_1, \quad M_k = M_{k-1} + (x_k - M_{k-1})/k \\
S_1 = 0, \quad S_k = S_{k-1} + (x_k - M_{k-1}) \cdot (x_k - M_k)
\]
where \( M_k \) represents the average of the first \( k \) values and \( S_k \) is used to compute the standard deviation, as \( \sigma_k = \sqrt{\frac{S_k}{(k-1)}} \) (for the first \( k \) elements).

We then calculate the threshold \( \tau_k \), i.e. the value of \( \tau \) at the \( k \)th step, as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\tau_1 &= M_1 \\
\tau_k &= M_k + \lambda \cdot \sigma_k
\end{align*}
\] (5)

During our simulations, we observed that \( \tau \) takes longer to become stable when computed on routers several hops away from consumers. This can be explained by the effect of routers’ caches close to consumers in “dampening” consumer’s requests visible to “core” routers.\(^2\) Once caches are populated and start getting a significant hit rate, the distribution of interests they forward stabilizes. This is another reason for allowing each router to autonomously evaluate when \( \tau \) have become stable, rather than specifying a common learning timeframe.

6.2 Detection Algorithm

Our attack detection technique is based on two separate phases. The first is a learning phase, in which nodes observe the traffic and define the correct value for the threshold. When the learning phase is finished, it starts a detection phase in which the current traffic is compared against the threshold.

This mechanism is detailed in Algorithm 1. We envision attack detection as part of the caching algorithm of NDN routers. Our technique relies on two sub-routines, which correspond to a learning step (Algorithm 2) and an attack test (Algorithm 3). Those sub-routines reflect the analyses performed in the aforementioned phases.

The caching algorithm first builds a set \( S \) of content object IDs by performing random sampling of a suitable number of packets. The detection algorithm will keep track of this set and use it for determining whether an attack is in progress. Once \( S \) has been populated, the router invokes Algorithm 1 on each forwarded content object \( CO \).

The algorithm first checks whether \( CO \) is in \( S \) and eventually updates the corresponding counter \( (co\_count[CO]) \). Afterwards, if it has enough data for the analysis (as described in the next subsection), it invokes the learning algorithm or the detection algorithm, depending on the phase.

---

\(^2\) We introduce this “dampening” effect in the remarks of Section 4.1.2
Algorithm 1: Attack_Detection

\[\text{Algorithm 1: Attack Detection} \]
\begin{algorithm}
\begin{algorithmic}[1]
\State \textbf{input}: \textbf{CO}: ID of currently received content object;
\State \hspace{1em} \textbf{S}: reference sample set;
\State \hspace{1em} \textbf{snap\_size}: size of measurement window;
\State \hspace{1em} \textbf{analyzed\_cos}: number of analyzed content objects;
\State \hspace{1em} \textbf{co\_count}: array of counters for content objects in \textbf{S};
\State \hspace{1em} \textbf{co\_freq}: array of frequencies of content objects; \( \tau \): threshold value;
\State \hspace{1em} \textbf{\( \sigma_{\tau} \)}: standard deviation of values assumed by \( \tau \);
\State \hspace{1em} \textbf{\( \sigma_{\text{max}} \)}: maximum acceptable value for \( \sigma_{\text{max}} \) to be considered stable;
\State \textbf{output}: \textbf{true} if under attack, \textbf{false} otherwise
\EndState
\State \textbf{result\_of\_detection} \leftarrow \textbf{false}
\State \textbf{Increment} \textbf{analyzed\_cos}
\If {\textbf{CO} \in \textbf{S}}
\State \textbf{Increment} \textbf{co\_count} [\textbf{CO}]
\If {(((\textbf{analyzed\_cos} + 1) \mod \textbf{snap\_size}) = 0 then}
\State \textbf{if} \textbf{Learning\_step}(\textbf{analyze\_cos}, \textbf{snap\_size}, \textbf{S}, \textbf{co\_freq}) \textbf{then}
\State \hspace{1em} // learning phase is not completed yet
\State \hspace{1em} \ForAll {\textbf{co} \in \textbf{S}}
\State \hspace{1em} \textbf{co\_count}[\textbf{co}] \leftarrow 0
\State \EndFor
\State \Else
\State \hspace{1em} // learning phase is completed
\State \hspace{1em} \textbf{result\_of\_detection} \leftarrow \textbf{Attack\_Test}(\textbf{CO, S, snap\_size, co\_freq, co\_count})
\EndIf
\EndIf
\EndIf
\State \textbf{return} \textbf{result\_of\_detection}
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

6.2.1 Analyzing object frequencies

Algorithms 2 and 3 are invoked at fixed intervals defined in the number of object observed by the node after their last execution. We call this number \textbf{snap\_size}.\(^3\)

This approach is due to the need to extract features from forwarded traffic, such as the frequencies of content objects. Such features are then used to determine whether an attack is in progress.

Once every \textbf{snap\_size} content objects, the algorithm calculates the frequencies of samples; frequencies actually approximate the theoretical probability in Equation 2. Therefore, \textbf{snap\_size} must be large enough to approximate the probability of samples with a sufficient level of precision. We observe that \textbf{snap\_size} depends:

- on the value of the Zipf parameter \( \alpha \), because higher values of \( \alpha \) lead to a faster decrease of the Zipf function, thus reducing the precision of computed frequencies for samples positioned at the tail of the Zipf distribution;

\(^3\) The variable \textbf{snap\_size} is set at router deployment.
Algorithm 2: Learning Step

\textbf{input} : \texttt{analyzed\_cos: n. of analyzed cont. objects;}
\texttt{snap\_size: size of measurement interval;}
\texttt{S: set of content objects;}
\texttt{co\_freq: array of freq. of cont. objects;}
\texttt{τ: threshold value;}
\texttt{σ_τ: st. deviation of values assumed by τ;}
\texttt{σ_{max}: max acceptable value for σ_{max};}

\textbf{output}: true if learning phase is not yet complete

1: if \(σ_τ < σ_{max}\) and \(\frac{\text{analyzed\_cos}}{\text{snap\_size}} > 20\) then
2: \quad \text{return false}
3: \quad \text{else}
4: \quad \quad \text{δ_m ← 0}
5: \quad \quad \text{for all } i \in S \text{ do}
6: \quad \quad \quad \text{prev\_co\_count ← co\_freq[i] \cdot (analyzed\_cos − \text{snap\_size})}
7: \quad \quad \quad \text{co\_freq[i] ← prev\_co\_count + co\_count[i] \over \text{analyzed\_cos}}
8: \quad \quad \quad \text{δ_m ← δ_m + \left| \frac{co\_count[i]}{\text{snap\_size} − co\_freq[i]} \right|}
9: \quad \quad \text{end for}
10: \quad \text{Update τ as in Eq. 5}
11: \quad \text{Update σ_τ as in Eq. 4}
12: \text{return true}
13: \text{end if}

- on the selected samples, because samples collected from the tail of the distribution would lead to unpredictable results, due to the imprecise approximation of frequencies.

This approach in selecting samples makes the detection independent on the traffic distribution. Samples are simply chosen within the most frequent objects, regardless of the distribution. This also provides a positive side effect: the use of samples with probabilities that are more likely to be correctly approximated; besides, this approach allows to reduce \texttt{snap\_size} along with the detection time. In our simulations, modeling the Internet traffic with a Zipf distribution, and with Zipf’s \(α = 0.9\), we found that a \texttt{snap\_size} of 10000 objects was enough to approximate the frequency of samples.

6.2.2 Learning phase

The aim of the learning algorithm is to extract features from forwarded traffic. The main feature computed by the learning algorithm is \(τ\), i.e., the threshold for attack detection. This value corresponds to what is computed by Equation 5. Similarly, the variance of the current threshold is computed using Knuth’s formulas (see Equation 4).

\footnote{As long as the smaller \texttt{snap\_size} does not excessively impact the precision of frequencies.}
Algorithm 3: Attack_Test

\begin{algorithm}
\textbf{input}: CO: Id of received cont. object;
\hspace{1em} S: reference sample set;
\hspace{1em} snap_size: size of measur. window;
\hspace{1em} co_freq: array of freq. of cont. objects;
\hspace{1em} co_count: array of counters
\hspace{1em} for cont. objects in S;
\textbf{output}: True if under attack, False otherwise

1: \hspace{1em} \text{result\_of\_detection} \leftarrow \text{false}
2: \hspace{1em} \delta_m \leftarrow 0
3: \hspace{1em} \textbf{for all} \hspace{1em} i \in S \hspace{1em} \textbf{do}
4: \hspace{1em} \delta_m \leftarrow \delta_m + \left| \frac{\text{co\_count}[i]}{\text{snap\_size} - \text{co\_freq}[i]} \right|
5: \hspace{1em} \textbf{end for}
6: \hspace{1em} \textbf{if} \hspace{1em} \delta_m > \tau \hspace{1em} \textbf{then}
7: \hspace{1em} \text{result\_of\_detection} \leftarrow \text{true}
8: \hspace{1em} \textbf{end if}
9: \hspace{1em} \textbf{for all} \hspace{1em} \text{co} \in S \hspace{1em} \textbf{do}
10: \hspace{1em} \text{co\_count}[\text{co}] \leftarrow 0
11: \hspace{1em} \textbf{end for}
12: \hspace{1em} \text{return} \hspace{1em} \text{result\_of\_detection}
\end{algorithm}

The end of the learning phase is determined by Learning\_Step() – in particular, once enough samples have been obtained, and their variance is below a threshold ($\sigma_{max}$), new invocation of the learning algorithm do nothing and simply return false.

The number of samples that should be collected before ending the learning phase is a multiple of $\text{snap\_size}$, since each $\text{snap\_size}$ represent a measurement – i.e., a learning step. If the number of learning steps is too small, the threshold would be imprecise, because based on a mean and a variance that are computed on a small number of measurements. In our simulations, we ended the learning phase after 20 steps (as in Line 1 of Learning\_Step()).

6.2.3 Attack detection phase

Algorithm 3 (Attack\_Test()) works similarly to Learning\_Step(). It calculates the $\delta_m$ value for the current measurement, but in this case $\delta_m$ is compared with the threshold. If $\delta_m > \tau$, the algorithms reports an attack.

6.3 Evaluation

To evaluate our detection mechanism, we implemented it on top of ndnSIM. The behavior of the adversary is the same as described in Section 5.5. We considered different values of $\vartheta$ (between 1 and 100) and $\gamma$ (0.02 to 1.7), to assess how these parameters affect the accuracy of our detection algorithm.
The results of our simulations are summarized in figures 14, 15, 16, and 17, for XC topology with LRU, DFN with LRU, XC with LFU-DA, and DFN with LFU-DA, respectively.

For the sake of clarity, we only report the results for $\vartheta = 1$ and $\vartheta = 100$; intermediate values provide very similar results.

The results reported in figures 14 and 16 (i.e. XC topology) are all for $\gamma = 1.7$, while the results in figures 15 and 17 (i.e. DFN topology) are for $\gamma = 2.5$. We measure the performance of our detection algorithms in terms of normalized $\delta_m$, defined as $(\delta_m/\tau) - 1$.

Simulation results show that our technique can quickly determine when a router is under attack or, more generally, affected by the attack. In particular, figures 14 and 15 show that routers using LRU successfully detect the attack for all values of $\vartheta$ – even those for which CacheShield is ineffective. These results confirm that topology characteristics only have limited impact on the performance of our detection algorithm.

We notice that for XC and $\vartheta = 100$, the algorithm only barely “flags” R5 as under attack, i.e. the standard deviation is beyond the threshold (see Figure 6.14(b)). This is due to the fact that the attack has only minimal impact on R5.

Switching to LFU-DA, our detection algorithm performs equally well (see figures 16 and 17). Even though the impact of the attacks is more limited than with LRU, our mechanism detects them on R8 and R5 on the XC topology, and on R5 on DFN.

Attacks with very low rate, such as $\gamma = 0.02$, are also detected by our approach, as shown in Figure 18.
Low rate detection was one of the headline features of the work of Park et al. [36], and our results show that our algorithm performs equally well. Additionally, the cost of our approach both in terms of computation and communication is significantly lower than that
of Park et al. In fact, for each packet, their approach requires the computation of a collision-resistant hash function.\(^5\)

Moreover, their algorithm computes the rank of an \(n \times n\) matrix once every \(2,000\) requests (the detection window for which they get the best performance), where \(n\) is \(O(\sqrt{N})\), with \(N\) indicating the size of the cache. Since average case complexity for Gaussian elimination is \(O(n^{2.5})\) with worst case \(O(n^3)\) [35], the cost of the algorithm is super-linear in the size of the cache. This means that increasing the size of the cache on a router may not provide the expected benefits due to the increased cost of the detection algorithm.

Hence, compared to [36], our approach is less expensive both per-packet (we do not compute any collision-resistant hash function) and per-detection-window.

\(^5\)SHA-1 was suggested as a viable candidate in their paper.
CONCLUSION

In this thesis, we have shown that cache pollution attack is a realistic threat on NDN. Our experiments confirm that the attacks previously evaluated on very small topologies extend to larger and more realistic networks, with no additional effort.

We have analyzed existing approaches against cache pollution attacks. We found that some approaches designed for IP are not easily applicable to NDN. Compared with previous proactive approaches, we have argued that detecting and limiting the attack may prove to be a better strategy. We provided a two-phase detection technique. In the first phase (learning phase), nodes observe and analyze the Internet traffic (under the assumption that they are not already under attack). In the second phase (detection phase), nodes use the features extracted during the previous phase to detect the attack. An interesting property of our detection mechanism is that – although we need to collect statistics for a number of objects – the amount of storage required for detection is independent from the cache size. Moreover, none of such objects (samples) need to be requested by the adversary in order to detect the attack: any possible request that follow a different traffic distribution would inevitably change the frequency of samples.

Simulations show that our lightweight detection technique provides accurate results. Our results apply to different topologies and are independent from the distribution of the traffic routed by each node.

While we do not address attack reaction techniques, there are some possible approaches that could be further investigated. For example, a node may collect separate statistics for different interfaces, identify which of them are carrying the anomalous traffic, and then limit their rate. Alternatively, the node could cache only content that would not significantly change the detection statistics (this would probably require some structural changes to the detection mechanism).

These – and possible other countermeasures – are potentially more expensive in terms of time and space complexity, because they might require some extra effort (and data structures) to counteract the attack. Nonetheless, the advantage of a lightweight detection mechanism is the possibility of enabling a separate (more expensive) reaction mechanism only when needed. So, the detection mechanism can work alone until it detects an attack, and then activate the countermeasure.

Our analysis has been performed using synthetic traffic and a static environment, in which there is a fixed number of content objects, all of them requested with a predefined probability (according to the
traffic distribution). This approach is also common in other analyses (for example, in [42]) and useful to simplify the research of possible solutions.

Nonetheless, relaxing the assumption of static environment is a mandatory step toward the adoption of real traces and real network environments. As future work, it would be interesting to study how this approach can be extended to support dynamic environments, where the probability of objects being requested changes continuously. For this purpose, this mechanism could be adjusted in order to run the learning phase and detection phase concurrently: once the traffic has been first analyzed, detection could be performed without stopping the learning process. The trade-off would be in how much the frequencies could change, over time, without and under attack.

As a further step, this mechanism could be implemented in a real testbed and with real traces, to assess its behavior without any side-effect that might be due to limitations of simulations environments.

Finally, in an architecture that supports ubiquitous caching, where any single node can keep a copy of forwarded content, there is the potential for a collaborative detection of cache pollution attacks; in fact, nodes could communicate to have a better knowledge of possible sources of attack. All this – to the best of our knowledge – has yet to be investigated.


